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Collects Deadpool Kills the Marvel Universe #1-4. What if everything you thought was funny about Deadpool was actually just disturbing? What if he decided to kill everyone and everything that makes up the
Marvel Universe? What if he actually pulled it off? Would that be FUN for you? The Merc with a Mouth takes a turn for the twisted in a horror comic like no other!
Collects Cable & Deadpool #43-50. Deadpool has titanic team-ups with Wolverine, Captain America, Dr. Strange, Brother Voodoo, Ka-Zar and the Fantastic Eight?! Plus, the dreaded Venom Symbiote has
multiplied, and made some new friends of the prehistoric variety, giving the Merc with a Mouth his final opportunity to prove himself the ultimate hero or the ultimate villain!ÿ
Wade Wilson stars in a killogy of chaos! It all begins when (spoilers!) Deadpool kills the Marvel Universe! But what could drive another dimension's DP to murderize every other costumed hero and villain on
his world? And his bloodlust doesn't stop there. Not when the Ideaverse is full of the fabled icons of classic literature - you know, the ones your parents read about in books. And not when there are multiple
realities, harboring infinite mercs with infinite mouths. Before this Wade's work is done, every one of them must be silenced - permanently! Collects DEADPOOL KILLS THE MARVEL UNIVERSE #1-4,
DEADPOOL KILLUSTRATED #1-4, and DEADPOOL KILLS DEADPOOL #1-4.
Ashli's first day as a nurse at Wiermont Psychiatric Hospital turns into a nightmare as a bloody riot sends her fleeing into the bowels of the hospital. Her descent takes her to a hellish world populated by
lunatics and monsters, cloaked in a secret history of black magic and heinous scientific experiments.
The Doc Ock story you've waited 50 years for! Doctor Otto Octavious holds the entire earth hostage with his dying breath. What price will Spider-Man have to pay to buy the whole world one more day?
COLLECTING: Ends of Earth 1, Amazing Spider-Man 682-687, Avenging Spider-Man 8
Collects Deadpool Kills Deadpool #1-4. The final act of the Deadpool Killogy begins! Deadpool sets his sites on the ultimate target...himself! Contains over 700% of your daily recommended Deadpool!
Last year, Cullen Bunn brought us NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEADPOOL, the hit tale of the Merc with the Mouth trapped in the zombie apocalypse. In the end, our hero found a "cure" of sorts to this horrible
outbreak - any zombie that ate Deadpool transformed...into another Deadpool. And they lived happily ever after? Not so fast, as Cullen Bunn returns, joined by the amazing artwork of Nik Virella, to let us
know that wandering hordes of Deadpools might just be worse than flesh-hungry walking corpses. COLLECTING: Return of the Living Deadpool 1-4
Evidently, the voices in his head aren't enough company for Deadpool! These riotous, ridiculous and outright reprehensible team-ups pair the irrepressible mercenary with Marvel's fi nest characters and
creators! Don't expect 'Pool to hog all the glory, though; he'll share the spotlight with his new buddies, and drive them all bonkers in the process. Featuring a roster of Marvel Comics’ all-stars! Collecting:
Deadpool Team-Up (1998) #1, Deadpool Team-Up (2010) #899-883.

Collects Deadpool The Duck #1-5, Deadpool Vs. The Punisher #1-5 And Deadpool Kills The Marvel Universe Again #1-5. Duck, duck, goose! DUCK: Because when you cross
Wade Wilson with a certain feathered investigator named Howard, you get Deadpool the Duck! Can the Mallard with the Mouth complete his mission with webbed feet — and if
he does, where does he send the bill?! DUCK: Because when Deadpool takes on the Punisher, you’d better duck! Can anyone win when the Regeneratin’ Degenerate goes up
against the one-man army? And GOOSE: Because the Marvel Universe’s goose is cooked — again — when an all-new, all-different Deadpool slaughterfest begins! All your
favorites are on the firing line: Moon Knight! Ms. Marvel! Gwenpool! The Guardians of the Galaxy! Even Moon Girl and Devil Dinosaur! Feathers — and bullets — fly in three tales
of chaos!
Dive deeper into the world of Cyberpunk 2077! Nadia, an assistant EMT for a privately-owned business known as Trauma Team International, is the sole survivor of a failed
rescue mission turned shootout. After she agrees to continue work for an upcoming extraction mission, Nadia discovers that her new extraction subject is Apex--the man who's
responsible for Nadia's former team members' deaths. A hundred floors high in a skyscraper filled with members of Apex's rival gang, Nadia and her team must complete the
extraction. Cullen Bunn (Harrow County, Uncanny X-Men) and Christopher Mooneyham (Predator, Nightwing) introduce an all-original series based on CD Projekt Red's brandnew game Cyberpunk 2077! Collects Cyberpunk 2077 #1-4.
The writer and artist of the original slaughterfest reunite! Prepare for an all-new, all-different tale of death and destruction starring the Merc With A Mouth! You won't believe your
eyes when Deadpool kills the entire Marvel Universe... again! Collecting DEADPOOL KILLS THE MARVEL UNIVERSE AGAIN 1-5 (subject to change).
Horror sensation Cullen Bunn (Harrow County, Bone Parish) returns to the world of Empty Man with artist Jesús Hervás (Lucas Stand, Clive Barker’s Hellraiser) in this new
ongoing series. The nation is in the grip of a terrible pandemic. The so-called Empty Man disease causes insanity and violence. Government quarantines are mandatory. One of
the afflicted is Melissa Kerry, and the next step should be to quarantine her—but those who enter quarantine are never seen again. Melissa’s family won’t let that happen. All
they have to do is care for her, keep her worsening condition a secret—and they’ll do anything, trust anyone, to keep her safe.
Collects Venomized #1-5. The story that began in VENOMVERSE reaches its epic conclusion! The Poisons, a species that hungers for super-powered symbiotes and their hosts,
have picked their next target: the Marvel Universe itself! Their first objective? Put every superhuman in a Klyntar symbiote — and then consume them! And with Venom and the XMen still missing after the events of “Poison-X,” Earth stands defenseless! By the time they make it back home, Venom and the X-Men find dozens of heroes and villains
unwillingly bonded with symbiotes. And when the Poisons consume one of their strongest allies, the champions of Earth must rally — and stand against one of their own! But
what do the Poisons have planned for Cletus Kasady, A.K.A. Carnage? And can anything in the galaxy stand in the way of Poison Thanos?!
Follows the adventures of Wade Wilson, known as Deadpool, the superhero--or is he a villain?--who is available, for the right fee, for the most risky and violent jobs.
Deadpool is Way cool! By which we mean, Daniel Way cool! One of Wade Wilson's wildest writers begins his riotous run in this Omnibus volume packed with Merc madness. And
he dives straight in at the deep end with a brutal throwdown against Wolverine! Then, the Skrulls have invaded Earth - but nobody warned them about Deadpool! So why does
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that mean Wade's going to war with Norman Osborn and his new team of bloodthirsty, black-ops Thunderbolts? Next, Deadpool wants to be an X-Man - and he's not going to let
anyone stand in his way. Not even the X-Men. And while he's being sociable, why not a good old-fashioned team-up with Spider-Man? All this plus Hit-Monkey - the hitman who
is a monkey! COLLECTING: WOLVERINE: ORIGINS 21-25; DEADPOOL (2008) 1-26; THUNDERBOLTS (1997) 130-131; HIT-MONKEY (2010A) 1, (2010B) 1-3; DEADPOOL
SAGA
He is unquestionably AfterShock's most prolific storyteller, having penned best-selling tales of horror, terror and suspense from the publisher's earliest days straight through to
today and beyond. Now the best, most-requested AfterShock works of writer Cullen Bunn have been collected and presented in this deluxe hardcover volume - including short
stories previously only available in the SHOCK anthologies. It's the perfect gift for friends, family or, frankly, yourself. Featuring: BROTHERS DRACUL #1-5, DARK ARK: AFTER
THE FLOOD #1-5, KNIGHTS TEMPORAL #1-5, UNHOLY GRAIL #1-5, WITCH HAMMER OGN, "Bloodflies" from SHOCK VOL 1, and "Man, I Am Evil, Dude" from SHOCK VOL
2 Artists: Juan Doe, Mirko Colak, Fran Galán, Dalibor Talajic, Leila Leiz, Jamel Igle, Jesús Hervás Colorists: Maria Santaolalla, Guy Major, Toni Fezjula, Sebastian Camacajevac,
Juancho! Letterers: Ryane Hill, Simon Bowland, Dave Sharpe, Marshall Dillon
Frank Castle has an unstoppable will - a powerful drive to punish those who do wrong, rooted in the tragic killing of his family. Wade Wilson has an unstoppable mouth - an unthinking knack of annoying
everyone around him, rooted in thinking he's funny. Both men, however, are among the deadliest on the planet. When they find themselves in disagreement over the criminal known as the Bank, they're in for
one of the most brutal fights of their lives! Can Frank kill Wade over and over without dying once himself? or will Wade bug him until he welcomes death?
Dexter returns in a blood-soaked Australian adventure written by his creator, Jeff Lindsay! Dexter Morgan isn't just Miami's No. 1 forensic blood-spatter expert - he's also a serial killer who targets other killers!
But when Dexter travels Down Under on the trail of a new murderer, he quickly learns that sharks aren't Australia's only deadly predator. Who is setting up illegal hunting safaris in the Outback, and are they
targeting more than big game? Dexter investigates as only he can, but soon discovers that he isn't the hunter - he's the prey! Now Dexter is trapped in a private preserve where humans are in the crosshairs.
Will this one end with a bang? COLLECTING: Dexter Down Under 1-5
Deadpool Kills the Marvel UniverseMarvel
Back up the minibus, it's time for a second trip into the crazy world of the Deadpool limited series, where anything can happen - and probably will! Everything you knew about Deadpool and Cable was wrong find out why in a time-hopping showdown with the original X-Force! When Wade crosses paths with the avenging archer Hawkeye, it's merc against marksman! Sun Tzu? Sun who?! DEADPOOL'S ART OF
WAR is the only masterwork of military strategy Loki needs to conquer Earth! What's worse than a plague of the walking dead? A plague of walking Deadpools! And three decades after SECRET WARS,
discover how Deadpool waged the most secretive warfare of all on the original Battleworld! COLLECTING: DEADPOOL VS. X-FORCE 1-4, HAWKEYE VS. DEADPOOL 0-4, DEADPOOL'S ART OF WAR
1-4, RETURN OF THE LIVING DEADPOOL 1-4, DEADPOOL'S SECRET SECRET WARS 1-4
AFTERSHOCK ORIGINAL GRAPHIC NOVEL Witch. The word conjures images of hags in black robes and crooked hats, standing over cauldrons of bubbling brew. But witches are among us, and we do not
realize it. They are our friends and neighbors. They are our family members. They are our idols. And someone is murdering them. Agents Frontenac and Guinness are on the killer's trail. But as they delve
deeper into the hidden, magical world around them, they are haunted by a terrifying question. Is the killer doing the right thing? Presenting the first in a unique collection of compelling stories crafted by master
storytellersand told in the way they were meant to be told. Original Graphic Novels from AfterShock. Shockingly Exceptional.
It's the confrontation that every single Marvel comic has been building to: the Merc With a Mouth versus the Jerk With That Jaw! Deadpool goes to Infinity and beyond when he throws down the gauntlet
against Thanos of Titan! These calamitous combatants are two sides of an unholy love triangle, with Death their fickle mistress. But when everything in the universe stops dying, could the bombshell with the
killer cheekbones have her bony hands full with someone else?!? Who ever heard of a love square? How would that even work? The Mad Titan and the Crazy Cretin may just have to team up to find out what
gives as they head "From Her to Eternity!" Guest-starring Marvel's most popular and beloved character, the Black Talon - plus some nobodies called the Guardians of the Galaxy.
Collects Deadpool (2015) #6, 12, 19, 25. Nothing can prepare you for the Deadpool of the year 2099! Leap decades into the future to discover the legacy of the regenerating degenerate. There's a new Merc,
with a new Mouth - but who is she? What could make her want to inherit a codename from Wade Wilson? And are there still chimichangas in 2099? Some or all of these questions may be answered - and
new ones will be posed! Find out if there's a Zenpool 2099, catch up with one of Wade's old teammates, and choose your side in a battle for the right to be Deadpool, in this collection of sci-fi shenanigans
from the world of tomorrow!
Collects Despicable Deadpool #287-291. DEADPOOL KILLS CABLE! You heard that right. No more being a hero-Deadpool is a wanted man, and he's back to doing what he does best: killing people. What
better way to show you're serious about going bad than killing your best friend? Get ready for a brutal fight.

What if everything you thought was funny about Deadpool was actually just disturbing? What if he decided to kill everyone and everything that makes up the Marvel Universe?
What if he actually pulled it off? Would that be FUN for you? The Merc with a Mouth takes a turn for the twisted in a horror comic like no other! Collecting DEADPOOL KILLS THE
MARVEL UNIVERSE #1-4.
NOT A SECRET WARS TIE-IN! Well...it is...but not THAT Secret Wars. Remember the original Secret Wars from 1984? And remember how Deadpool played a huge important
role in it? Wait...you DON'T? Then you need to read this series immediately and be educated! From the team that brought you DEADPOOL KILLUSTRATED comes the most
Secretest War of all! COLLECTING: DEADPOOL'S SECRET SECRET WARS 1-4, SECRET WARS (1984) 1
Collects Venomverse #1-5. Everyone’s favorite symbiote goes from bad to Venomverse! During a routine battle with Jack O’Lantern, Eddie Brock is transported to a far-off world
where he learns a terrible truth: A deadly species called the Poisons have emerged, and they’re hunting Venoms! Trapped on the planet’s surface with a ragtag band of
symbiotically enhanced heroes, Eddie has no choice but to mount a counteroffensive and hope to find a way home! But the Poisons’ campaign is relentless, and Spider-Man is
the first to fall! Deadpool has an idea how to stop them, and it’s so crazy it just might work! But when Venom thinks up his own long-shot plan, it’ll either be a miracle — or an
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absolute bloodbath! Speaking of bloodbaths, did anyone ask for Carnage? It’s Venomized heroes against Poisoned heroes in a battle for symbiotic survival!
Collecting Deadpool: Assassin #1-6. Cullen Bunn, master of the Deadpool limited series, joins comics legend Mark Bagley to set the sassin’ assassin against his own kind! The
Assassins Guild, that is! They’re gunning for Deadpool and anybody he cares about, and Wade’s healing factor is about to be put to the ultimate test by the knife-wielding
speedster called Harvester! And even if Deadpool is lucky enough to survive that encounter, the nefarious ne’er-do-wells lining up to take their shot will make that showdown look
like a walk in the park! But the Guild picked the wrong Merc to mess with. And soon Deadpool and his pals will take the fight to the assassins and hit them where they live —
literally! But in an all-out assault on the Assassins Guild’s HQ, not everybody will make it out in one piece!
The landscape of the Marvel Universe is changing, and it's time to choose: Whose side are you on? A conflict has been brewing, threatening to pit friend against friend, brother
against brother - and all it will take is a single misstep to cost thousands their lives and ignite the fuse! As the war claims its first victims, no one is safe as teams, friendships and
families begin to fall apart. The crossover that rewrites the rules, Civil War stars Spider-Man, the New Avengers, the Fantastic Four, the X-Men and the entirety of the Marvel
pantheon! Collects Civil War (2006) #1-7.
Deadpool awakes from a food coma to find...the zombie apocalypse has occurred! Now, can the Merc with a mouth avoid becoming the Merc in their mouths?! Thrill to the sight
of a hideous, rotting-fleshed monster shambling about the landscape...and don't forget all the zombies that he's fighting! (Get it? That first one referred to Deadpool. Who says
zombie horror comics can't have a little humor?) Cullen Bunn, writer of the fan-favorite Deadpool Killogy, brings us one of Deadpool's darkest tales ever...and we're not just
saying that because it's in black and white (and red)! So ring the dinner bell and nail shut the door, as Deadpool takes on the undead! COLLECTING: Night of the Living
Deadpool 1-4
For Charlie and his brother Alex, an unexpected trip to visit their Aunt Mary in the haunted town of Crooked Hills turns into a life-changing adventure, forcing them to confront
local bullies, hell hounds, dead witches, and girls with slingshots! A throwback to classic adventures like that of the Hardy Boys, mixed with the creepiness of GOOSEBUMPS
and CIRQUE DU FREAK, Cullen Bunn's CROOKED HILLS blends mystery and adventure to weave a fun and unforgettable story of will, friendship and family bonds.
What do you get when you cross a regenerative, cranky, old X-Man with a regenerative, wacky Wade Wilson? Deadpool vs. Old Man Logan! James 'Logan' Howlett is after a
newly discovered omega-level mutant, and he just won't let Deadpool help. So, naturally, Deadpool vows to outmatch his newly marked enemy for the entirety of his mission!
Collecting Deadpool Vs. Old Man Logan #1-5.
Raised on hate, fear and anger...steeped in the ways of darkness...and trained to kill! Darth Maul's time as apprentice to Darth Sidious has long been cloaked in shadows - now
at last his tale of revenge is revealed! It's a story of rage unleashed as Darth Maul prepares for his first encounter with the hated Jedi. But when a Jedi Padawan is captured by
sinister forces, why is Maul so determined to fi nd her? And what role will a band of bounty hunters, including Cad Bane and Aurra Sing, play? Get to know the galaxy's deadliest
Zabrak like never before! COLLECTING: Star Wars: Darth Maul 1-5
Come one, come all, for the bloodiest showdown the Marvel Universe has ever seen! It's two red-suited madmen for the price of one when Deadpool takes on Carnage in the
ultimate batt le of good-crazy vs. bad-crazy! Will Carnage spread Deadpool all over the landscape? Or will Deadpool talk the scarlet sociopath's ear off ? Find out in this bloodsoaked brouhaha for the ages! Plus: Cletus Kasady is behind bars and the Carnage symbiote is in quarantine! But we all know that's never going to last, right? Cletus has been
evaluated, imprisoned and even lobotomized. Carnage has been sampled, cloned, poked and prodded. But they've had enough! It's ti me to get the band back together! It's a
return to bloody, murderous form for the deadliest killer in the Marvel Universe! COLLECTING: DEADPOOL VS. CARNAGE 1-4, SUPERIOR CARNAGE ANNUAL 1
Collects Deadpool Killustrated #1-4. Deadpool has already killed every hero in the Marvel Universe, but he isn't through. This time...Deadpool's gonna take down the most
famous characters in classic literature! Why read a book when you can watch a book die?! Tom Sawyer gets slashed in TWAIN! The Little Women's throats MAY get ALL-CUT!
Scrooge gets a visit from THREE BULLETS! Gulliver gets a SWIFT DEATH! The Three Musketeers are all for DONE! Sherlock Holmes gets to the bottom of HIS OWN GRAVE!
And more book-related puns! Can Deadpool rid the universe of the scourge of classical literature? Throw away your library card and buy this book! You never knew how badly
you needed this!
Jennifer Ryan has the perfect life. A loving family. A high paying job in corporate law. A luxurious apartment in upper Manhattan. Then one day she steps out of her
marriage...and finds that her new lover isn’t the one night stand she expected. Stalked and threatened with exposure, Jennifer attempts to unravel the true identity of her
tormentor, discovering valuable clues in the trail of destruction left in this mysterious man’s wake.
Collects Despicable Deadpool #297-300. Deadpool has killed the Marvel Universe — more than once. Now it’s time for the MU to return the favor. With a $20 million bounty on
Wade Wilson’s head, every no-good dirtbag in the game is gonna be gunning for him. But after the year he’s had? That’s just the way he wants it. Soon it won’t just be enemies
after him, but everyone. And self-deprecation, self-defeat and self-destruction all combine as Deadpool dives deeper and deeper into despicability. He’s gone from criminal to
outcast to celebrity and back to criminal, but now every bad decision he’s ever made along the way is going to come back to haunt him as Captain America leads the biggest
heroes of the Marvel Universe to take him down. Hard. Be there for the end of an era!
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What if everthing you thought was funny about Deadpool... was actually just disturbing? What if he decided to kill everyone and everything that makes up the Marvel Universe?
What if he actually pulled it off? Would that be FUN for you? What if you could see him do it once and then see him do it all again? Well now you can! Collecting Deadpool Kills
the Marvel Universe 1-4 & Deadpool Kills the Marvel Universe Again 1-5.
Face front, horror hounds! The greatest of ghoulish gladiators gouges a gruesome gangway through your guts in the Grand Guignol tradition! CREEPY Cullen Bunn, SINISTER
Shawn Lee, and MURDEROUS Matt Kindt bring you the most spectacular of horrifying heroes?THE TOOTH! Be the first kid on your block to follow the offbeat adventures of the
Incredible Incisor… the Monstrous Molar… the Courageous Carnassial… as he squares off against vicious demons, hell-bent sorcerers, vengeful spirits, and undead dragons!
The Webbed Wonder and the Merc with a Mouth are teaming up for their first series EVER! It's action, adventure and just a smattering of (b)romance in this episodic epic
featuring the WORLD'S GREATEST SUPER HERO and the star of the WORLD'S GREATEST COMICS MAGAZINE. Talk about a REAL dynamic duo! COLLECTING: SPIDERMAN/DEADPOOL #1-6.
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